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sing Knowledge Quizzes and Quiz Games 
 To help develop reading skills, test questions could be used before  
corresponding reading material is mastered. Items can be read aloud or 
handed out in printed form. Working together or alone, readers can scan 
for information in printed copies of  reading selections. They can write 
down their responses to go over with the class afterward.  

Of  course, quiz items are also useful after participants have read or mastered content material. 
Tests can be motivating assessment tools. They can also contribute to learning and retention—
not only of  information and ideas but also of  language (grammar patterns, vocabulary, 
phrasing, and more). Here are ideas of  how to use them in “traditional” ways. 

Individual Paper-and-Pencil  Knowledge Quizzes.  The simplest way to use knowledge 
quizzes in a class is to reproduce them on paper for individual learners. Hand out one paper or
set of  pages to each participant. Following instructions for TRUE-FALSE statements, multiple-
choice or fill-in items, wh-questions (Who? What? When? Where? Why? How?), and/or “short 
essay” questions, learners can complete the items together or individually. Their responses can be 
checked with an answer key and/or orally in class. For review and mastery, the answers and related 
information should be discussed orally. Here are some suggestions for ways to score quizzes:  

 One possibility is to divide the number 100 by the number of items, arriving at an approximate
number of points that each question is worth. For instance, each of the 16 items of any of the 
one-sided Halloween quizzes on pages 31-36 would count 6 points. For each wrong answer, 
test-takers would subtract 6 from 100; keeping the remaining 4 points “for free,” their final scores 
would be an approximate percentage of the amount of material they got right.  

 Alternatively, a quiz could be worth the number of distinct items on it—in the case of the holiday
quizzes, 16.  Test-takers’ final scores could be their numbers of items correct—perhaps minus the 
number missed. Learners could “earn extra points” by adding information to their answers. For 
example, on a TRUE/FALSE quiz, they could get additional points for correcting false statements 
to make them true in the context of the relevant content material. On a multiple choice test, extra 
points might by gained by making up statements that use the wrong choices appropriately and 
accurately. On a wh-question quiz, adding relevant details might raise scores.  

 In courses that include composition writing, test-takers can be required to write “essay answers” to
open-ended questions. Each response could earn up to a specified number of points, such as from 
1 to 5—according  to how correct, complete, well-organized, and well-written it is.  The scores on 
any kinds of written quizzes can be recorded, if desired; they can contribute to final course grades.  

In format, language, and content, all the questions and answers (at both levels) of  the six 
background-information Halloween quizzes on pages 33 to 38 of  this book are carefully 
constructed for maximum learning value.  Depending on learners’ progress and the time 
available, you may want to make use of  any one or more test or section of  items.  You might 
even make use of  all of  them in different groups, in various ways, and/or on different days. 
The printed pages and the individual items work both as “traditional testing devices” as 
described above and in innovative knowledge-quiz games as discussed on pages 30 to 32.  
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The Design of  the Knowledge Quizzes.   
What are the features of  the six printed test 
pages (33 to 38) of  this Halloween book?  
The quizzes contain 16 items each, numbered 
1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a, etc.—to 8a and 8b. Two 
questions correspond to the information in 
each part, One to Eight, of  the readings.     
At each level of  difficulty (high beginning 
and intermediate), there is one TRUE/FALSE 
quiz. The second test offers multiple-choice 
items that can also be used as fill-in-the-blank 
items if  the choices a, b, and c are omitted or 
covered. The third quiz consists of wh-
questions; these may elicit essay-type 
responses. At each level, the three item types 
cover about the same or related information.  

Why such an elaborate design for question-
and-answer quiz items? Because the 
paraphrased info “recycles” in the three item 
types at two levels, they provide automatic 
review and reinforcement. They  “teach” not 
only the content effectively but also the 
appropriate grammar (sentence structure), 
vocabulary, and phrasing.  

The three reduced-sized sample pages to the 
right display the three high-beginning quizzes 
for Parts One to Eight of  the Halloween 
background reading. Instructions for use are 
at the top. The directive verbs are general: 
test-takers or quiz contestants can answer the 
questions in writing and/or orally. The 
starred *CHALLENGE directives suggest ways 
for participants to “go beyond the test items” 
by adding information, such as corrections to 
the false statements in the TRUE/FALSE 
quizzes, true sentences that use the wrong 
choices in the fill-in-the-blank tests correctly, 
and accurate supporting detail for the answers 
to the wh-questions.   

          

1a.  T OR F?  Halloween began in the 20th century with the Mongols of Afghanistan. Their 
festival at the beginning of summer was in honor of the goddess of love.  

1b.  T OR F?  The ancient Celts believed the ghosts of the dead came back to earth on the 
last day of October. They tried to scare the ghosts away with big fires.  

2a. T OR F?  Halloween ended with the Celts because no other peoples had celebrations 
at the same time. Both the Romans and the early Christians objected to the 
festival.  

2b. T OR F?  The Romans added harvest festival customs to the occasion. Early Christians 
celebrated All Saints’ Day on November 1st. The night before became Halloween.  

3a.  T OR F?  Settlers (immigrants) from the Britain, Scotland, and Ireland brought their 
Halloween beliefs and practices with them to the United States.  

3b.  T OR F?  Some early Halloween customs in the U.S. were hayrides, popping corn, 
bobbing for apples, and playing tricks. Trick-or-treating began in farm areas.  

4a. T OR F?  Symbolic Halloween colors are green and red: green for plants and red for 
blood.  

4b. T OR F?  The idea of wearing costumes and masks (disguises) on Halloween came from 
ancient people’s fear of evil spirits.  

5a.  T OR F?  In the U.S. today, Halloween is mostly for fun—decorations, costume 
parades, trick-or-treating, and parties.  

5b.  T OR F?  Some common Halloween symbols are decorated eggs, bunny rabbits, baby 
chicks, and flowers.  

6a. T OR F?  Instead of magic and ghosts, many people today fear modern dangers on 
Halloween: fire, accidents in the dark, poisoned “treats,” and crime.  

6b. T OR F?  Even more 

High-Beginning TRUE/FALSE Quiz: HALLOWEEN & Related Occasions 
INSTRUCTIONS:  Is each of these 16 statements TRUE or FALSE ? Choose T or F.  
*CHALLENGE:  Correct the false statements: Change words in the wrong sentences to make them true. 

1a.  Centuries before the birth of Christ, Halloween began with _______________________. 

A. the Celts of northern Europe       B. the ancient Romans      C. the early Christians 

1b.  At the beginning of winter, the ancient Celts had a festival to honor ______________. 

A. the goddess Pomona            B. all the dead saints             C. the Lord of the Dead 

2a. After the birth of Christ, the _____________ ruled Britain. They had a harvest festival. 

A. Romans                                   
B. Irish                                 C. witches 

2b. The 8th century Christian holy day on November 1st was called ___________________. 

A. Halloween                       B. the witches’ Sabbath              C. All Saints’ Day 

3a. In the 1600s and 1700s, settlers from Great Britain celebrated Halloween _________. 

A. in the Catholic church     B. in farm areas of America      C. at graves in cemeteries 

3b. The custom of giving children sweets so they don’t play tricks is called _____________. 

A. telling ghost stories           B. bobbing for apples                C. trick-or-treating 

4a. Halloween customs not associated with the harvest came from _____________________. 

A. people’s fear of ghosts (spirits)       B. apples and nuts       C. the color orange 

4b. Ghosts, skulls, skeletons, and the colors black and orange are _____________________. 

A. symbolic harvest foods  B. sweets and other treats  C. common Halloween symbols 

5a. Carved pumpkins with lights, called ___________, are popular Halloween decorations. 

A. the skulls of skeletons                 B. jack-o-lanterns                       C. “little angels” 

5b. A popular and harmless 

High-Beginning MULTIPLE-CHOICE Quiz: HALLOWEEN & Related Occasions 

INSTRUCTIONS:  Which choice is correct for each blank? Circle A, B, or C.  

*CHALLENGE:  For the incorrect choices, make true statements with blanks.  

1a.  What holiday do Americans celebrate on October 31st? When and where did it begin?  

1b.  What were some customs at the earliest Halloween-like festivals? What beliefs were 
these practices based on? 

2a. After the birth of Christ, which two other groups of people influenced the Halloween 
celebration?  

2b. What beliefs and customs did they bring to the occasion? ___________________________ 

3a. In the 17th and 18th centuries, how did Halloween customs come to the American 
colonies and the United States? _____________________________ 

3b. Many people from the British Isles settled on farms. What kinds of Halloween 
traditions originated in these areas?   

4a. What Halloween symbols and practices probably came from harvest celebrations at the 
end of summer and beginning of winter?  ___________ 

4b. Which Halloween custom probably came from ancient people’s fear of dead people  
and belief in magic? _____ 

5a. What are some common Halloween symbols often used as decorations? What do some 
of them symbolize?   

5b. Explain the custom of trick-or-treating. Who does it? What do they wear? What do 
they do and get?  

6a. What did ancient peoples used to be afraid of at the time of Halloween? _____________ 

6b. What might people in modern times fear on Halloween night? What can they do about 
these dangers? 

7a.  What are saints? What is All Saints’ Day? When is it? How did it start? ______________ 

7b. What effect did the observance of All Saints Day in the 8th and 9th centuries have on 
the history of Halloween?  

8a. What is All Souls’ Day? When is it? What are the “Days of the Dead?” Where are 
these occasions celebrated?  

8b. What are the beliefs and traditions of the “Days of the Dead?” ______________________ 

High-Beginning WH-QUESTION Quiz: HALLOWEEN & Related Occasions 
INSTRUCTIONS:  Answer each set of questions with phrases or statements.  

*CHALLENGE:  Add details to your answers. Write them in paragraph (essay) form.  
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On the reverse side of  each page, the 
comparable intermediate-and-above-level 
quizzes have the same format, except for 
their type style and size. They cover the 
same, similar, or related content from the 
background reading selections on 
Halloween and related occasions.  

The two levels of  the six quizzes can be 
reproduced either one-sided or two-sided. 
They can be printed on copy paper, heavy  
paper, or card stock—perhaps of  different 
colors. Whether on one or two sides of  a 
page, quiz items can be cut apart: the a                
and b questions corresponding to each part 
One to Eight of  the Halloween background 
reading can be separated from the others 
either in pairs or individually.   

If  the page is two-sided, the resulting eight 
or sixteen “item strips” will have a high-
beginning-level question on one side and a 
comparable, corresponding, or related 
intermediate-and-above item on the other.    

Taken either individually or cooperatively, traditional tests can motivate participants to study, 
learn, and/or remember content material and language. Even so, quiz items presented in 
competitive and/or cooperative knowledge games may prove even more effective pedagogically. 
They are certainly more engaging and fun.  

The questions and answers can be used in conjunction with or independently of  the 
corresponding background-reading selections for the content topic(s), in this case Halloween 
and related special occasions.  If  you choose (and have the time) to make use of  quiz items in 
both ways, the traditional, graded tests will serve as preparation material if  they precede the 
game(s). On the other hand, if  you want to assess individual learning after participants have 
enjoyed and benefited from game competition or cooperation, use the printed quizzes last.   

On the next pages are ideas of  how to prepare and use the Halloween knowledge-quiz items in 
versatile, creative ways. There are also reproducible game boards and score cards.  

1a.  T OR F?  Halloween began in the 20th century with the Mongols of Afghanistan. Their 
festival at the beginning of summer was in honor of the goddess of love.  

1b.  T OR F?  The ancient Celts believed the ghosts of the dead came back to earth on the 
last day of October. They tried to scare the ghosts away with big fires.  

OR

1a.  T OR F?  Halloween began in the 20th century with the Mongols of Afghanistan. Their 

festival at the beginning of summer was in honor of the goddess of love.   

1b.  T OR F?  The ancient Celts believed the ghosts of the dead came back to earth on the last day of October. They tried to scare the ghosts away with big fires. 

1a.  Centuries before the birth of Christ, Halloween began with _______________________.  
A. the Celts of northern Europe B. the ancient Romans      C. the early Christians

1b.  At the beginning of winter, the ancient Celts had a festival to honor ______________.   
A. the goddess Pomona  B. all the dead saints C. the Lord of the Dead

OR
1a.  Centuries before the birth of Christ, Halloween began with _________________.  A. the Celts of northern Europe       B. the ancient Romans      C. the early Christians 

1b.  At the beginning of winter, the ancient Celts had a festival to honor ______________. 

A. the goddess Pomona  B. all the dead saints        C. the Lord of the Dead  

For knowledge-quiz games, the three types of test pages 
should  probably be printed on different-colored paper or 
card stock. For use in some kinds of competitions, questions

can be separated (cut apart horizontally). There can be either 
one or two items on each quiz-item strip.  

If the page is two-sided, the comparable high-beginning       
and intermediate-level item(s) will be on opposite sides of

the same paper or card strip.    

1a.  T OR F?  Halloween began in the 20th century with the Mongols of Afghanistan. 
Their festival at the beginning of summer was in honor of the goddess of love.   

1b.  T OR F?  The ancient Celts believed the ghosts of the dead came back to earth on the 
last day of October. They tried to scare the ghosts away with big fires.  

1a.  T OR F?  The Celts were a southern European people centuries after the birth of Christ. They 
followed the anti-religious teachings of their star athletes.  

1b.  T OR F?  The Druids (Celtic priests) thanked the gods for their harvest. On the evening of 
Samhain (October 31), they offered ghosts food and drink and foretold the future.  



1a.  What holiday do Americans celebrate on October 31st? When and where did it begin? 1b.  What were some customs at the earliest Halloween-like festivals? What beliefs were these practices based on? 

1a.  What holiday do Americans celebrate on October 31st? When and where did it begin?  

1b.  What were some customs at the earliest Halloween-like festivals? What beliefs were 

these practices based on? 

OR
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Knowledge Quiz Games.  Just about any subject of  study—including the topic of  this book, 
lends itself  to knowledge-quiz games. Based on questions and correct or appropriate responses, 
the designs of  such pedagogical tools motivate content-learning in various ways: participants 
experience the “thrill” of  competition and scoring points, gain confidence from helping and being 
helped by others, and feel the satisfaction of  “getting the point” during social activity. Quiz-game 
items facilitate learning during self-study, too. For these reasons and others, Authors and 
Editors has several “Games of  Knowledge” available or in development. These include English 
Through Citizenship: The Game (ISBN 1-891077-34-1) and THE GAME OF KNOWLEDGE: GERONTO-

LOGY (ISBN 1-891077-46-5). To assure acquisition of  relevant information through recycling, the 
games present questions in three formats: TRUE/FALSE, MULTIPLE-CHOICE (usable also as FILL-
IN-THE BLANK) and WH-QUESTION items. Participants try to win the game or complete the 
activity by moving forward on path-boards, by scoring points with correct responses and perhaps 
additional information, and/or by filling in boxes on score cards.  

Though simpler and less extensive than in the game products mentioned above, the three kinds of  
test items on pages 31 to 37 offer effective material for small-group and whole-class knowledge-
quiz games. Question lists reproduced on pages are most useful if  speakers with especially clear 
pronunciation ask questions orally and score responses without participating as “contestants.”  
Because they are like “game cards,” however, question-item strips work better if  participants pick 
up their items themselves.  Also, if  game players have unclear accents or have trouble 
understanding oral English, it’s easier for them to read the printed items on strips than in lists. 
Probably, it’s less confusing for each strip to display one instead of  two items. Should the strips be 
one-sided (constituting either a high-beginning or an intermediate-and-above quiz-card deck) or 
two-sided (with comparable items of  different levels of  difficulty on both sides of  each card)? 
That depends on the make-up and learning style of  the group or class. Instructions for creating 
question-item strips are on the previous page.  

To increase the number of  quiz items and 
provide additional recycling of  material, you 
might want to reproduce each MULTIPLE-
CHOICE question page twice—the second copy 
in a different color from all the other strips. 
When cutting the items apart horizontally, leave 
out the A, B, and C choices; then the 16 “extra 
cards” can  serve as FILL-IN-THE-BLANK quiz 
items. In total, there will be 64 TRUE/FALSE, 
MULTIPLE-CHOICE, FILL-IN, and WH-
QUESTION item strips at each of  the two levels 
of  difficulty—128 in all if  they are one-sided.  

Based on the principles of  the “Games of  
Knowledge” mentioned above, here are suggested 
instructions for playing competitive and cooperative information-quiz games:  

 The Path-Board Method.  On page 32 is a reproducible path-board created especially for
information on the topic of Halloween and related occasions. What are its design principles?      

1a.  T OR F?  Halloween began in the 20th century with the Mongols of Afghanistan. Their 

festival at the beginning of summer was in honor of the goddess of love.   

1b.  T OR F?  The ancient Celts believed the ghosts of the dead came back to earth on the 
last day of October. They tried to scare the ghosts away with big fires.  

1a.  Centuries before the birth of Christ, Halloween began with ________________________. A. the Celts of northern Europe       B. the ancient Romans      C. the early Christians 

1b.  At the beginning of winter, the ancient Celts had a festival to honor _______________. 
A. the goddess Pomona  B. all the dead saints  C. the Lord of the Dead 

1a.  Centuries before the birth of Christ, Halloween began with _________________.   

1b.  At the beginning of winter, the ancient Celts had a festival to honor ________________. 

1a.  What holiday do Americans celebrate on October 31st? When and where did it begin?  

1b.  What were some customs at the earliest Halloween-like festivals? What beliefs were 

these practices based on? 

Reduced-sized samples of 8 separate quiz-item strips, 

all answered by info from Part One of a Halloween 

background reading. The  4 different question types could be 

printed on card stock of 4 different colors or patterns. 
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It consists of game-board spaces in a winding pattern; the first space is the 
START, and the last is the FINISH. The path can move horizontally and 
vertically. It can be produced free-hand or as a grid that moves from left to 
right on one row and then back from right to left on the row beneath. For 
material of the scope of this book, there should be approximately 25-40 
spaces. How many subtopics or parts of the content-material are there? The 
spaces can be numbered consecutively 1 through the highest number to 
correspond to the divisions of the material. For example, the quiz-items on 
each page of this Halloween book are numbered 1-8 (a and b); the 
custom-designed path-board on the next page has over three complete 
sequences of eight spaces, identified according to the kind of information 
its quiz-items are based on. Here’s how to play the game in this form: 

In the START space, all competitors (individuals, pairs, or teams) put a distinctive small marker; 
alternatively, they can simply put an agreed-upon initial in each space of an erasable or 
disposable path-board as they land in it. In turn, each player or team begins in the first space. 
According to his, her, or their level of confidence (in general or in that particular subtopic if the 
spaces are numbered), that competitor chooses a quiz-item type to respond to. Because it’s easier 
to guess at the answers to some kinds of questions than others, the types can be weighted as 
follows: TRUE/FALSE = 1 space; MULTIPLE-CHOICE = 2 spaces; FILL-IN-THE-BLANK = 3 spaces; 
WH-QUESTIONS = 4 spaces. If a competitor responds correctly or acceptably to a question, he, 
she, or they move(s) ahead the specified number of spaces. Additional right answers, such as 
corrections to FALSE statements or correct statements for wrong multiple-choices, can move 
participants ahead more quickly. To add challenge to the game, incorrect responses can result in 
a penalty: competitors with no or incorrect responses move backward on the path according to 
the space-value of the question type. The first person or team to reach the FINISH wins.   

 The Accumulation-of-Points Method.  Following the principles described above, game-
players can easily do without a path-game board. Instead, in turn they each request an item type, 
hear or read aloud a question, and try to respond appropriately. The quiz-item types may be 
valued as follows: TRUE/FALSE = 2 points for a statement correctly identified as TRUE, 1 point 
for a FALSE statement, and 1 point for a correction of that sentence;  MULTIPLE-CHOICE = 3 
points; FILL-IN-THE-BLANK = 4 points; WH-QUESTIONS = 5 points. For additional challenge, 
they might lose points for wrong responses. The winner is the first 
person or team to reach a specified total of points—or the competitor 
with the highest score when time is called.   

 The Score-Card Method.  For variation, participants can use score
cards to play and try to win knowledge games. To the right is one 
possible sample format, based on the design of the three Halloween 
quizzes at two levels of difficulty: the column headings at the top are the 
four possible quiz-item types. The 16 rows correspond to the numbering 
of the questions. If all competitors have grids, they can  tally points (
) as they give correct responses. The person or team with the highest 
score wins. Alternatively, if there is one grid for the whole group, players 
choose boxes to “occupy,” such as 4a—T/F; 2b—WH, etc. They  put 
their initials in the boxes as they respond to the corresponding quiz 
items correctly. The competitor that wins the most spaces wins.  
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Answer Key: Quiz Items on pages 33-38  
INSTRUCTIONS:  These Answer Key pages may be duplicated by instructors and/or test-

takers. Orally and/or silently, test-takers can compare these answers to their responses to the 
items on the TRUE /FALSE (pages 31-32), the MULTIPLE-CHOICE (pages 33-34), and/or the 
WH- (pages 35-36)  QUESTIONS.  For the first two item types, the correct T /F and A, B, C 
answers are the same for both the high-beginning and the intermediate-level tests. Suggestions 

for test-scoring methods are on page 25. Ideas for scoring points in games are on page 30.  

*CHALLENGE:  Following the correct answers to test items are suggested responses to the additional        
directives on each page. At both levels of difficulty, there are corrections to the wrong statements in the two 
TRUE /FALSE quizzes, statements with blanks for the wrong choices in the two MULTIPLE-CHOICE tests, 

Correct Answers to TRUE/FALSE Items (pages 33-34) 
1a.  F         1b. T          2a. F          2b. T         3a. T         3b. T         4a. F         4b. T 
5a. T          5b. F          6a. T          6b. T         7a.  F         7b. F         8a. T        8b. T 

*CHALLENGE Items = Corrections to the FALSE Statements in the High–Beginning 
Level TRUE/FALSE Quiz (page 33) 

1a. Halloween began many centuries before Christ with the Celts of Britain and France. Their festival at 
the beginning of winter was in honor of the god of the dead.   

2a. Halloween didn’t end with the Celts because other peoples had celebrations at the same time. Both 
the Romans and the early Christians added to the festival. 

4a. Symbolic Halloween colors are black and orange: black for death, orange for the harvest.  
5b. Some common Halloween symbols are jack-o-lanterns, skulls, skeletons, and witches. 
7a. All Saints’ Day is a Christian holy day. On November 1st, believers honor very good people that are 

no longer living. 
7b. Few descendents of the ancient Celts are still pagans today. They believe in one god and embrace 

or support Christianity.  

*CHALLENGE Items = Corrections to the FALSE Statements in the Intermediate-                   
and-Above Level TRUE/FALSE Quiz (page 34) 

1a. The Celts were a northern European people centuries before the birth of Christ. They followed the 
religious teachings of their priests, the Druids.  

2a. The ancient Romans didn’t destroy Celtic Halloween beliefs and practices. Christian missionaries  
converted some of descendents of the Celts to Christianity.   

4a. In Christianity, divination isn’t a religious practice. Even so, some ordinary people try to do it.   

5b. Some of the pagan traditions of the ancient Celts live on. Fortune telling, love potions, witchcraft, 
and magic are not against the law. Neither are devils.  

7a. Centuries ago in Britain, witches were wise women fortune-tellers. Today, they’re Halloween symbols.  

7b. What animals are associated with witches? Black cats, spiders, bats, toads, lizards, and owls.  What 
are other witch images?  Ugly, old women in black dresses and pointed hats flying on  broomsticks in 
front of full moons or boiling up magic brews and potions in black cauldrons.  
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Correct Answers to MULTIPLE-CHOICE Items (pages 35-36) 
1a.  A         1b. C         2a. A         2b. C         3a. B          3b. C         4a. A         4b. C       
5a. B          5b. A         6a. C         6b. A         7a. C         7b. B          8a. A         8b. C 

*CHALLENGE Items = Suggestions for True Statements (in the Context of  the Topic) 
for the Wrong Choices in the High-Beginning MULTIPLE-CHOICE Test  (page 35) 

1a. A. The ancient Romans added their harvest celebration customs to the beliefs and practices of 
Halloween.    B. The early Christians had a religious holy day on November 1st, All Saints Day.  

1b. B. The purpose of All Saints’ Day was to honor all the dead saints at the same time.       
C. The original Celtic Halloween-like celebration was in honor of the Lord of the Dead.

2a. B. In later centuries, the Irish brought many of their Halloween customs to America.     
C. Originally, witches were wise, old women that foretold the future, mixed magic potions, and
cast spells.

2b. A. Halloween was originally a pagan festival.          B. Witches and warlocks used to dance and
celebration gather at a joyous occasion called the witches’ Sabbath.  

3a. A. Halloween is never observed in the Catholic church.               C. In Mexican villages, people
sometimes celebrate the lives of dead relatives and friends at their graves in cemeteries.  

3b. A. Maybe the custom of telling ghost stories on Halloween came from the ancient Druid 
practice of  divining the future around huge fires.            B. Bobbing for apples is a custom that
combines the use of a harvest-food symbol with fortune-telling.    

4a. B. Apples and nuts are examples of symbolic harvest foods.       C . The color orange, a symbol 
of the harvest, is one of two traditional Halloween colors. 

4b. A. Apples and nuts are examples of symbolic harvest foods.          B. Trick-or-treaters usually
get sweets in their bags.  

5a. A. The skulls of skeletons are a common symbol of the Days of the Dead.        C. Some people
believe the souls of dead children, known as “little angels,” return to earth on November 1st. 

5b. B. One of the possible dangers of trick-or-treating is falling in the dark.         C. Another thing
adults might fear is children catching their clothing on fire.  

6a. A. Popcorn is a traditional Halloween food, especially in rural areas.    B. Costumes are
disguises, originally worn to keep away ghosts (the evil spirits of the dead). 

6b. B. Some people watch classic rented movies, like Frankenstein or Dracula, around Halloween 
time.          C. There is no such thing as real ghosts—is there? 

7a. A. The Pope created All Saints’ Day in the 8th century.        B. Anglicans are members of the
Church of England. They may observe All Saints’ Day. 

7b. A. In Christianity, the new year begins on January 1st.           C. Most Christians celebrate the
birth of Christ on December 25, Christmas. 

8a. B. The ancient Celts used to build big fires on hills to scare away ghosts.           C. In the 1970s
and 1980s, roaming gangs used to play dangerous pranks on the “Devil’s Night,” Halloween. 

8b. A. The colonists and early settlers of Massachusetts and New England opposed the observance 
of Halloween because it seemed “too pagan and too Catholic.”                    B. The customs and 
practices of Halloween began long ago in the British Isles.     
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*CHALLENGE Items = Suggestions for True Statements in the Context of  the Topic for
the Wrong Choices in the Intermediate-and-Above MULTIPLE-CHOICE Test (page 36)

1a.  A. The ancient Romans added their harvest celebration customs to the beliefs and practices of 
Halloween.        B. So did the early Christians, who observed a religious holy day called All Saints’ Day on
November 1st.  

1b.  B. The purpose of All Saints’ Day was to honor all the dead saints at the same time instead of on their 
own saint’s days.         C. The original Celtic Halloween-like celebration was to honor the Lord of the Dead.

2a. B. In the 17th and 18th centuries, the Irish brought many Halloween customs to American farm areas.
C. Originally, witches were wise, old women that foretold the future, mixed magic potions, and cast spells.

2b. A. Many centuries before the birth of Christ, Halloween was a pagan Celtic festival in northern Europe.       
B. A common image of the witches’ Sabbath is of Wiccans and Warlocks dancing wildly around big fires.

3a. A. In the Catholic church, people felt uncomfortable with practices based on magic and the supernatural.
C. One custom of All Souls’ Day is to gather joyously at the graves of dead relatives in cemeteries.

3b. A. Maybe the custom of telling ghost stories on Halloween came from the ancient Druid practice of 
divining the future around huge fires.         B. Bobbing for apples is a custom that combines the use of a
harvest-food symbol with fortune-telling.    

4a. B. Few people truly believe in witches’ magic spells today, but in the past, simple, superstitious people did.      
C . Superstitious people used to believe in ghost animals that haunted town graveyards. 

4b. A. To welcome visitors, as well as to honor gods or ghosts, people put harvest foods on their tables.          
B. Trick-or-treaters try to get as many sweets in their bags as possible. Often, they eat too many.

5a. A. Skulls and skeletons are a common symbol of the Days of the Dead.            C. Some people believe the 
souls of dead children, known as “little angels” (angelitos) return to their families earth on November 1st.  

5b. B. Frankenstein’s monster was a creation of Mary Shelley, a 19th century British story-writer.
C. Was Count Dracula a real person or a legendary character in 14th century Transylvania?

6a. A. Popping corn and roasting apples were Halloween customs that came from harvest celebrations.
B. Today, many children participate in costume parades at school instead of trick-or-treating.

6b. B. Some people in safe communities invite trick-or-treaters in for candied apples and hot chocolate.         
C. No people believe there are real ghosts–do they?

7a. A. In the first millennium after the birth of Christ, the Pope and his priests tried to convert pagans to 
Christianity by allowing them to keep some of their beliefs and practices.            B. Today, Anglicans and
Catholics may still observe All Saints’ Day.  

7b. A. In the Western world, an hour glass, a diapered baby, a champagne glass, noisemakers, and confetti  
are common new year’s symbols.             C. What were some animals believed to be at the birth of Christ?
Artistic images include sheep, oxen, and even a unicorn. 

8a. B. One reason some people love Halloween is the comfort of “laughing at death” they might feel from 
using death symbols and costumes in frivolous ways.           C. The thrill of feeling “scared” in a safe 
environment on Halloween is similar to the rush of adrenaline people get from “scary” amusement park 
rides.  

8b. A. Might modern wiccans say their religion celebrates the joy of nature in New England in autumn?             
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Suggested Short Answers to the High-Beginning-Level
WH-QUESTIONS (page 37) 

1a.  Halloween / long before the birth of Christ / Britain and France.   1b. dancing around fires / that the 
Lord of Dead ruled the earth in winter and ghosts of dead people came back to earth on October 31st. 

2a. the Romans and early Christians.    2b. offering apples, nuts, and other foods to the goddess of gardens; 
remembering and honoring the dead (saints) after their deaths. 

3a. with immigrants from the British Isles       3b. having parties and hayrides, dancing around fires, popping 
corn, bobbing for apples, playing tricks, trick-or-treating 

4a. offering sweet harvest foods to visitors, using some in fortune-telling games, using the color orange in 
decorations     4b. using the images of ghosts, skulls, skeletons, and witches and the color black; also, 
wearing disguises (for protection against bad ghosts)  

5a. skulls, skeletons, ghosts, witches, jack-o-lanterns: the first three symbolize death or dead people. 
5b. Children in costumes go from house to house ringing doorbells and saying “trick-or-treat.” Most 
often, people open the door and put candy in their bags or plastic pumpkins.  

6a. Ghosts, especially the evil spirits of the dead; also, darkness (the disappearance of the sun)  
6b. accidents, especially when children are trick-or-treating; an increase in criminal activity 

7a.  especially virtuous people declared saints by the Pope, usually after their deaths / a day to honor all 
the saints / November 1 / A 7th century Pope created it.      7b. Many pagans became Christians. 

8a. a day to honor the dead that did not become saints / November 2 / All Saints’ Day and All Souls’ Day 
(November 1 and 2) / mostly in rural Mexico and Central America    8b. beliefs: that at midnight on 
October 31, the souls of dead children (“angelitos”) are allowed to return to their families for 24 hours; 
that the spirits of adults come to earth the next day; traditions: to decorate altars at home and 
gravesites in cemeteries; to display possessions of dead friends and relatives; to serve their favorite 
foods and drink; to celebrate their lives festively and have a good time  

Suggested Short Answers to the Intermediate-and-Above-Level    
WH-QUESTIONS (page 38) 

1a.  Halloween began centuries before the birth of Christ in northern Europe. The Celts wanted their priests to pray for 
them and help protect them from death and the forces of evil.       1b. making offering to the gods; sacrificing 
animals on fires; giving ghosts food and sweets; making predictions about prosperity, misfortune, life, and death. 

2a. the Roman festival of Pomona; the Christian All Saints’ Day         2b. to thank the goddess of gardens for the 
harvest; to honor all dead saints at the same time; make offerings to the gods and honor all the dead saints  

3a. because its origins were pagan and Catholic         3b. To scare away ghosts, people of the British Isles put candles 
in hollow turnips. / In America, people hollow(ed) out pumpkins and cut faces in them for the light to shine through. 

4a. practices based on faith in magic / bobbing for apples, forming initials with long apple peelings, burning nuts to 
ashes together          4b. to keep demons out of their bodies / when they died–to free their souls 

5a. November 1 and 2 / mostly in villages of Mexico / honor the dead with Indian traditions, sell toy skeletons and sweet 
breads in the shape of skulls, have picnics at gravesites, tell stories, poke fun at death,        
5b. mixing healing potions and telling fortunes / because they see a “higher wisdom” in the occult / because they feel 
they must fight against pagan or Satanic “powers of darkness”   

6a. fun, social, and harmless / decorate, make jack-o-lanterns, have parades and parties, serve traditional 
refreshments / costumes       6b. roaming gangs, deadly pranks, fires, crimes / both amusing and dangerous 

7a. They were wise old women that used magic to keep away bad luck. / because of its joyousness and hope       7b. ugly, 
old women in black dresses and pointed hats / on flying broomsticks / mix up magic brews in black cauldrons 

8a. because it brings people’s fear of death out into the open, because it brings comfort to laugh at death with people 
having fun, because it’s fun to get “scared” in safe situations, and because disguises (costumes) can help shy 
people feel more self-confident  / Trick-or-treating may increase social relations in small, safe communities       
8b. because parents don’t want their young children to feel frightened if they can’t distinguish between fantasy 
and reality, because deeply religious families may fear Satan and paganism, because modern-day wiccans resent 
the negative images of witches and witchcraft.    
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Sample Essay Answers (with Main Ideas and Supporting Detail) to 
High-Beginning-Level WH-QUESTIONS (page 37) 

1a.   Americans celebrate Halloween on October 31st, especially in the evening. It began many centuries 
before the birth of Christ in Britain and France.   

1b.  One custom of the earliest Halloween-like festivals was dancing around fires. This practice was based on 
the belief that the Lord of Dead ruled the earth in winter and ghosts of dead people came back to earth 
on October 31st.  The fires was for protection against evil spirits.  

2a.  After the birth of Christ, the ancient Romans and early Christians added their beliefs and practices to the 
Halloween celebration. 

2b.  From the Roman harvest festival honoring Pomona, the goddess of gardens, came the customs of 
offering apples, nuts, and other foods. The Christian All Saints’ Day was and is for the purpose of 
remembering and honoring the dead (saints) after their deaths.   

3a.  In the 17th and 18th centuries, Halloween customs came to the colonies and the United States with 
immigrants from the British Isles. 

3b.  In the farm areas, people began the customs of having parties and hayrides, dancing around fires, 
popping corn, bobbing for apples, playing tricks, and going house to house trick-or-treating.  

4a.  Some symbols and practices with origins in ancient harvest celebrations were and are offering sweet 
harvest foods to visitors, using some in fortune-telling games, and using the color orange in decorations.   

4b.  The images of ghosts, skulls, skeletons, and witches, the color black, and wearing disguises (for 
protection against bad ghosts) are some symbols and customs with probable origins in ancient times. 

5a.  Skulls, skeletons, ghosts, witches, and jack-o-lanterns are some common Halloween symbols used as 
decorations; the first three symbolize death or dead people. Witches were originally wise old women 
that foretold the future, perhaps like the Celtic Druids. The jack-o-lantern was originally a turnip that 
people put a candle in to scare away bad ghosts as they went home from their bonfires.  

5b.  Children in costumes go from house to house ringing doorbells and saying “trick-or-treat.” Most often, 
people open the door and put candy in their bags or plastic pumpkins. The custom comes from early 
times in farm areas of the United States, when farmers used to give youngsters treats to keep them from 
playing tricks like putting wagons on roofs, letting livestock out of their pens, and changing street signs. 

6a.  Most of all, ancient peoples used to fear the disappearance of the sun and therefore of light and heat. 
They were also afraid of ghosts, especially the evil spirits of the dead.  

6b.  In modern times, people fear violent crime on Halloween even more than on other nights of the year;   
there is likely to be an increase in criminal activity. They also fear accidents, especially when children 
are out trick-or-treating. There are also “urban legends” about cruel people putting razor blades and 
poison into the sweets that they hand out to kids. A few of the stories are true, but most are not.   

7a.  Saints are especially virtuous people declared saints by the Pope, usually after a predetermined time 
has passed after their deaths. All Saints’ Day is a day set aside by the Catholic Church to honor all the 
saints (because only a few of them have their own “saints’ days.”) It’s on November 1, the day after 
Halloween. A 7th century Pope created it in an attempt to convert Irish pagans to Christianity by 
combining some of their customs and beliefs with practices of Christianity at the time.  

8a.  Mostly in Hispanic cultures, All Souls’ Day was created as a day to honor the dead that did not become 
saints. It came into being because families wanted to think about their own departed relatives and 
friends instead of or in addition to the people officially named saints. It’s on November 2, the day after 
All Saints’ Day. Together, All Saints’ Day and All Souls’ Day are celebrated as the Days of the Dead, 
mostly in rural Mexico and Central America. 

8b.  Some of the beliefs are that at midnight on October 31, the souls of dead children (“angelitos”) are 
allowed to return to their families for 24 hours, and that the spirits of adults come to earth the next day. 
Some of the traditions are to decorate altars at home and gravesites in cemeteries, to display 
possessions of dead friends and relatives, to serve their favorite foods and drink, to celebrate their lives 
festively, and to have a good time.   
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